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Abstract
A search for the radiative decay of excited charged leptons, `

, and for radiative and weak decays
of excited electron neutrinos, 

e
, is performed, using the 5.8 pb
 1
of data collected by ALEPH
at 130  140GeV. No evidence for a signal is found in single or pair production. Excluded mass
limits from pair production are close to 65GeV=c
2
for all excited lepton species. Limits on the
couplings, =m
`

, of excited leptons are derived from single production. For an excited lepton
mass of 130GeV=c
2
, these limits are 0.04GeV
 1
for 

and 

, and 0.0007GeV
 1
for e

. For


e
, the limit is at the level of 0.03GeV
 1
for a mass of 120GeV=c
2
, independent of the decay
branching ratios.
(To be submitted to Phys. Lett. B)
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1 Introduction
Excited leptons are natural corollaries of models where the standard leptons are composite rather
than elementary particles [1]. The mass gap to the rst excited level is determined by the
compositeness scale and, if not too large, may be bridged by the LEP energy. In this study,
only spin 1/2 and isospin 0 or 1/2 excited leptons, `

, are considered. (Other cases have been
discussed in Ref. [2]). If the excited states acquire mass above the electroweak breaking scale
(so as to motivate the rather large mass gap), they have vector-like couplings. The alternative
is to assume a chirality structure identical to that of the ground state leptons. As the latter is
a more conservative choice, leading to lower production cross-sections, limits will be derived for
this particular case.
At LEP, excited leptons can be produced singly (e
+
e
 
! ``

), or in pairs (e
+
e
 
! `


`

). For
single production, the eective Lagrangian is given [1] by
L
e
=
X
V=;Z;W
e


`



(c
V `

`
  d
V `

`

5
)`@

V

+ h:c:
The precision g   2 measurements imply jc
`

`
j = jd
`

`
j and the absence of electric dipole
moments requires c
`

`
and d
`

`
to have the same phase [1, 3]. In [1] the couplings all satisfy
c
V `

`
= d
V `

`
and can be written:
c
e

e
=  
1
4
(f + f
0
)
c



=
1
4
(f   f
0
)
c
Ze

e
=  
1
4
(f cot 
W
  f
0
tan 
W
)
c
Z


=
1
4
(f cot 
W
+ f
0
tan 
W
)
c
W

e
=
f
2
p
2 sin 
W
The independent parameters in the model are f= and f
0
=. By choosing a particular
relationship between f and f
0
, =m
`

, dened as f=
p
2, remains the only free parameter. The
scale,  need not be the same for the dierent lepton avours.
For pair production, couplings of the same form as in the Standard Model are assumed, the
contributions from the above magnetic couplings being expected to be much smaller [4]. The
possibility of a form-factor [5], multiplying the standard couplings, is also considered.
The presence of magnetic couplings allows the excited leptons to decay to their ground state
partners and a vector boson. Branching ratios are calculated according to [5]. For excited charged
leptons, f = f
0
= 1 is assumed. For `

masses below the W and Z, the branching ratio for the
radiative decay, `

! `, is virtually 100%. For larger `

masses the decay channels involving W
and Z open up, and for a 140GeV=c
2
`

mass the photonic decay branching ratio is reduced to
43%. The radiative decay of excited neutrinos is only allowed if f 6= f
0
: for the case f
0
= 0 and
f = 1 the branching ratio for the photonic decay drops to 14% for a 140GeV=c
2
`

mass while
that of the charged current decay increases to 66%.
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All the data taken by the ALEPH detector [6, 7] in the high energy runs in 1995 were used
to search for excited leptons. The centre of mass energies were 130.2, 136.3 and 140.0GeV, with
corresponding integrated luminosities of 2.88, 2.87 and 0.05 pb
 1
.
2 Pair Production of Excited Charged Leptons
Excited charged lepton pair production is dominated by s-channel  or Z exchange. The
production rates are thus similar to those for standard, but heavy, leptons, and the radiative
decay modes lead to characteristic topologies, `
+
`
 
. The standard model background from
lepton pair production with nal state radiation can be eciently reduced by imposing isolation
cuts on the photons. As the pair production cross sections are large, the previous LEP1 limit,
46:2GeV=c
2
, can be improved thanks to the increased centre-of-mass energy, even with modest
luminosity.
In all channels henceforth, the default selection cuts require the polar angles of all identied
charged tracks and photons to be greater than 18:2

and the charged track momenta to be greater
than 0:5GeV=c.
Events with two identied photons with energy exceeding 8.5GeV and either two or four
tracks are selected. In four track events, there must be one  candidate, dened as a track
triplet with an invariant mass below 1:6GeV=c
2
. The photons are required to be isolated from
all charged tracks by at least 25

. In the data there are two two-track events with photons of
the required energies, but in both cases one photon fails the track-isolation cut. There is also
one event with four tracks and accepted photons, but all possible track-triplets have invariant
masses above 2.3GeV=c
2
, so there is no  -triplet candidate.
Backgrounds were studied using standard electroweak generators, with full detector
simulation. In a sample 25 times as large as the data, no background Monte Carlo events
survived the full set of cuts. Signal events were generated using the KORALZ [8] program
modied to produce `


`

pairs decaying radiatively and fully simulated in the ALEPH detector
Monte Carlo. Over most of the mass-range 45   68GeV=c
2
, the eciency is 58% for e

e

, 61%
for 



and 43% for 



.
With no events observed, 95% C.L. mass limits are set as shown in g. 1a. Excited states
with masses up to 65:2GeV=c
2
for e

, 65:4GeV=c
2
for 

, and 64:8GeV=c
2
for 

are excluded.
Also shown in g. 1a is the mass limit for 

pair-produced via Z-exchange and decaying
radiatively. Here, the analysis described in [9] was employed: no acoplanar photon pair events
were found, against a background estimate of two. The eciency of that analysis for the fully
simulated Monte Carlo signal was found to be 63%, approximately independent of the 

mass.
The mass limit for a single 

avour is 63:6GeV=c
2
.
For masses below the above limits, the 95% C.L. excluded form-factor limit is shown in g. 1b.
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3 Single Production of Excited Charged Leptons
Excited charged leptons can also be produced singly, in association with their ground state
partner. Masses close to the centre-of-mass energy can be probed this way, but the production
cross section now involves the magnetic coupling, the magnitude of which is unknown. For all
avours, the production can take place via s-channel  or Z exchange. For excited electrons
another production mechanism, the so-called quasi-real Compton scattering, also contributes:
an excited electron is produced in the collision of an electron with a quasi-real photon radiated
by an incoming positron.
In single production, the nal state consists of two leptons and a photon. An analysis of this
topology has been performed to search for excited muons and taus. For excited electrons, quasi-
real Compton scattering largely dominates the production cross-section. Since the spectator
electron remains undetected in the beam pipe, the apparent topology, only one electron and a
photon, is dierent. A dedicated analysis has therefore been performed for excited electrons.
The small amount of luminosity collected at energies well above the Z peak does not allow
any improvement to be expected with respect to the LEP1 results for excited lepton masses
smaller than 85GeV=c
2
. Therefore, the selection criteria were optimized for larger masses.
3.1 Single Production of Excited Muons and Taus
To qualify, an event has to consist of a dilepton pair (two tracks or one track and a tau-candidate
triplet) and one isolated photon of energy above the lower kinematic limit for a signal of mass
85GeV=c
2
. This corresponds to a photon energy of about 27GeV at 130GeV centre-of-mass
energy. The isolation criterion is the same as in the previous section.
From the charged tracks and the photon, the \visible" event energy, momentum and mass are
computed. Events are also reconstructed allowing for an initial state radiation photon along the
beam direction. The lepton momenta and the detected photon energy are recalculated imposing
energy and momentum conservation [10]. In the tau channel, only the track or triplet directions
are used. The energy of the radiative photon is subtracted from the nominal centre-of-mass
energy to produce an \eective" event energy (and similarly an eective event momentum and
an eective event mass). Subtracting the detected photon energy in addition produces the
\expected track energy".
An event is candidate in the muon channel if less than 10% of the expected track energy
is detected in the electromagnetic calorimeter, and if at least 85% of the eective event energy
is detected. The visible event mass must be consistent with the eective event mass to within
10GeV=c
2
. At least one track must be identied as a muon by the standard ALEPH algorithm [7]
and the opening angle of the tracks is required to be greater than 10

and less than 170

.
An event is candidate in the tau channel if less than 75% of the expected track energy is
detected in the electromagnetic calorimeter, and if less than 85% of the eective event energy is
detected. In addition, the squared missing mass of the event, calculated by comparing the visible
and the eective event energies and momenta, is required to be at least 1200 (GeV=c
2
)
2
(300 in
the four-track case).
3
Finally, the invariant mass of the dilepton system is required to be less than 84GeV=c
2
or
greater than 97GeV=c
2
. This removes a large fraction of the remaining background from the Z
nal state where the on-shell Z has decayed to a lepton pair, as shown in g. 2.
Signal and background events were fully simulated. The muon and tau backgrounds were
studied using the KORALZ generator. About one event is expected in each of the muon and
tau channels, while two 

and no 

candidates were selected in the data. For the signal, the
MUSTAR [11] generator was used, with initial state radiation and with tau decays implemented.
The eciencies for 

and 

are found to be 67% and 38% respectively for most of the mass
range. The lower eciency for the 

case is due to the greater diculty in reconstructing the
events, as the  directions are estimated from those of their decay products.
The invariant mass resolutions, , for 

and 

are 50MeV=c
2
and 2GeV=c
2
respectively.
Limits for the 

and 

couplings are shown in g. 3, calculated using mass bins of width 4.
3.2 Single Production of Excited Electrons
The main backgrounds come:
 from radiative Bhabha scattering with one of the nal state electrons remaining undetected
in the beam pipe;
 from Bhabha scattering with one of the nal state electrons transferring practically all of
its energy to a photon through hard bremsstrahlung in the detector material;
 from  nal states with one of the photons converting in the detector material into an
e
+
e
 
pair asymmetric enough for one of the electrons to escape detection.
The Monte Carlo generators TEEGG7 [12], UNIBAB [13] and GGG [14] were used to study
these backgrounds.
Following the analysis of ref. [10], events are selected containing exactly one track and one
photon, with polar angles greater than 25

and photon energy greater than 10 GeV. The beam
axis is required to lie within the plane dened by the track and the photon to within 0:4

. The
polar angle of the missing momentum, interpreted as the momentum of an escaping electron, is
required to be less than 2

. The conguration where the missing particle has a polar angle greater
than 2

but a transverse momentum too low to enter the main tracking detector (the TPC) is
taken care of by vetoing events with a large number (> 13) of unassociated hits in the inner
tracker; this cut also removes most of the events resulting from hard external bremsstrahlung.
The total energy in the event, including the calculated energy of the missing electron, is required
to be more than 92.5% of the centre-of-mass energy.
The charged track must be identied as an electron by the standard ALEPH identiers [7],
and the sign of its charge must be the same as that of the beam particle whose direction is the
same as the boost direction of the system dened by the detected particles. About three events
are expected while three e

candidates were selected in the data.
The signal was fully simulated using the ESTAR [15] generator and the eciency was found
to be 60% for most of the mass range. Using only the polar angles of the 2 detected particles, the
4
resulting mass resolution is 60MeV=c
2
, and the limit is calculated using mass bins 200MeV=c
2
wide. The resulting exclusion limit is shown in g. 3.
4 Excited Neutrinos
The largest cross-section for excited neutrino production at these energies is for t-channel 

e
production, via W-exchange, in association with a standard 
e
.
In the case where f = f
0
, the 

 coupling vanishes and only weak decays are allowed. The
signature of charged current decays is missing energy and an electron:
e
+
e
 
! 
e


e
! 
e
eW! 
e
e +
(
qq
0
`
The search for charged current decays in the case of leptonic decays of the W was carried
out using the acoplanar lepton pair analysis developed for supersymmetric particle searches [16]
which is sensitive to the same nal state.
For the hadronic W decays a specic analysis was carried out as follows. Leptonic and most
 events are removed by requiring more than eight charged tracks. The total energy seen in the
calorimeter within 12

of the beam axis is required to be < 0.5GeV to reduce events incompletely
contained in the detector acceptance. The visible energy in the event must be larger than 90GeV,
which removes all remaining  events. At energies above the Z peak many events contain a hard
radiative isolated photon. To remove such background events it is required that the energy in
a cone of 10

opening angle around the most energetic photon be greater than 1GeV. In signal
events the W recoils from a neutrino of high momentum, usually within the detector acceptance.
Accordingly it is required that the energy in a cone of 10

opening angle around the missing
momentum vector be less than 1GeV, that the polar angle of the missing momentum vector be
greater than 23:5

and that the total missing momentum be greater than 10GeV=c. At least one
track must be identied as an electron, with energy greater than 8GeV. The mass of the system
formed by all the other particles in the event is required to be between 60 and 91GeV=c
2
. For
the 19% of events containing more than one electron, the condition has to be fullled for at least
one of them.
The background processes considered were qq, We and Zee, generated using PYTHIA [17],
 events generated using PHOT02 [18] and WW events generated using LPWW02 [19]. After
all the cuts, one event is expected and none is observed.
The signal generator is based on [20], with cross-sections calculated as in [1]. All events
were fully simulated in the Aleph detector Monte Carlo. The overall signal eciency, including
branching ratios, for 

e
masses in the range 92 to 133GeV=c
2
is approximately 52%, independent
of 

mass. Limits on the coupling, =m


e
as a function of 

e
mass for f = f
0
= 1, which forbids
the radiative decay, are shown in g. 4 (solid line).
In the case where f 6= f
0
the radiative decay of 

e
is allowed in addition to the weak decays.
The case where f = 1 and f
0
= 0 is considered. The characteristic signature is a single energetic
photon. For this topology, the analysis follows that of [9] but, in addition, to reduce background
5
from radiative Z production it is required that the photon polar angle should be greater than
38

and that the missing mass recoiling from the photon should be less than 82:5GeV=c
2
. No
events remain in the data, with a predicted background of 2; the signal eciency measured by
full Monte Carlo simulation varies from 48% to 64%, increasing with the 

e
mass. Fig. 4 shows
the 95% C.L. limits for the coupling =m


e
, from radiative decay (dashed line) and from the
weak decay (dotted line), and the combined limit (dot-dashed line). The omission of searches
for neutral current decays has been taken into account.
The topology for charged current 

e
decays is exactly the same as for t-channel singly
produced heavy neutral leptons [20] to which this analysis has therefore also been applied. The
95% C.L. limit on the square of the heavy neutral lepton mixing matrix element, jUj
2
, which
describes the mixing between the light electron neutrino and the neutral heavy lepton is 0.1 for
a 115GeV=c
2
heavy neutral lepton mass. Due to the limited statistics, the limits on the mixing
obtained are less stringent than those inferred [21] from the measurement of the Z invisible width.
5 Conclusion
Excited leptons were searched for in the data collected by ALEPH at 130 140GeV. No evidence
for a signal was found. Excited states are excluded at 95% condence level for masses up to
65.2, 65.4, 64.8 and 63:6GeV=c
2
for e

, 

, 

and 

respectively. For single production, the
95% C.L. exclusion limits on the couplings, =m
`

, for an excited lepton mass of 130GeV=c
2
are
0.04GeV
 1
for 

and 

, and 0.0007GeV
 1
for e

. The limit for 

e
is at the level of 0.03GeV
 1
for a mass of 120GeV=c
2
, independent of decay branching ratios.
Similar results have been obtained by other LEP collaborations [22].
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Figure 1: (a) Expected number of `


`

events as a function of `

mass; the excluded mass limits
are shown by the horizontal line. (b) the excluded form-factor at 95% C.L. for `


`

production
as a function of mass. The dashed, solid, dotted and dot-dashed lines denote e

e

, 



, 



and 



respectively in both gures.
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Figure 2: The simulated distribution of the invariant mass of the dilepton system for (a) muon
and (b) tau events. The solid line is the background, normalized to the data, and the dashed
and dotted lines are signals at 100 and 130GeV=c
2
respectively. Events with dilepton masses
between the arrows are rejected.
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Figure 3: Exclusion limits (95% C.L.) in the mass-coupling plane for singly produced `

. The
vertical ticks on the curves correspond to candidate events. The solid line is the e

limit from
quasi-real Compton scattering. The dotted and dot-dashed lines are for 

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
, respectively.
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Figure 4: Exclusion limits (95% C.L.) in the mass-coupling plane for singly produced 

e
as a
function of 

e
mass for (i) f = f
0
= 1, (solid line), and (ii) f = 1 and f
0
= 0 from radiative decay
(dashed line) and from the weak decay (dotted line), and combined limit (dot-dashed line).
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